Best boot forward
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December 2016
WELCOME to a bumper BBF. Thank you to all who have contributed. Having put this
newsletter together for almost a year now, it is really striking just how much volunteers
get up to, in different places, doing different things, in groups, on your own. I have no
idea how many “man” hours we have collectively accumulated (and of course one woman
hour is equivalent to at least two men hours ;-)), but it must be thousands. This is
something we should try to record better in 2017 as it will help prove to external bodies
just how valuable, if not essential, volunteers are. On wildlife surveys, it is exciting times
for the Mountain Hare project, who are going to get to play with tracking kit next year and
hopefully get some interesting data to play with too. Butterfly & moths enthusiasts need
not relax as there are some surveys to get involved with over the winter months and if
you like spiders... well, there is a new survey being launched for you. Then there are
winter birds to enjoy, crisp frosty mornings, perhaps a bit of snow… Meanwhile, if you
can, sit back and relax and enjoy Christmas wherever you are. See you in 2017.

ELC Conservation Volunteer tasks: the usual time slots
New faces always welcome, but please get in touch with relevant ranger to check details
before coming for the first time
Aberlady – First Weds; Middle Sunday

Plenty of opportunities to volunteer in 2017;
paddling is very much optional © Abbie M

John; jharrison@eastlothian.gov.uk
Yellowcraig – First Thursday; occasional other days
Dave; dwild@eastlothian.gov.uk
Path Wardens team task; Middle Thursday
Duncan; dpriddle@eastlothian.gov.uk
North Berwick – Last Tuesday (morning only)
Sam; sranscombe@eastlothian.gov.uk
Levenhall – Last Tuesday
Nick; naitken1@eastlothian.gov.uk
Dunbar – Last Wednesday
Tara; dcv@eastlothian.gov.uk
Tyne team task – Last Thursday
Duncan; dpriddle@eastlothian.gov.uk

Upcoming events for volunteers (email me for more info/to book)
• Christmas wreath making. North Berwick Community Centre; 13 th December 10am.
Just a couple of spaces left!
• Sharps training: December. NOW CANCELLED – will be rescheduled for early 2017
• Walk Leader training: Musselburgh OL Centre, Thurs 15 th December
Contact Avril for more details or to book: amckenzie@eastlothian.gov.uk 01620 827240
• Visit to Kinwegar, Wallyford (waste recycling facility): Find out what happens to the litter
you collect! Monday 6th Feb. 2pm-4pm
Please send in ideas or content for the next ‘Best boot forward’ to
kbaird@elothianmail.net Apologies for any omissions or inaccuracies.

see more path warden action here, with
some YouTube wizardry:

https://youtu.be/E0yD-78xAec
(Thanks DaveQ!)

Volunteer activity since last time

Who’s who
This month we hear from our Biodiversity Officer Stuart, who has a penchant for plants.
Name: Stuart Macpherson
Job Title: Biodiversity Officer (whatever that means).
What do you do? Biodiversity Officer (whatever that means). The job has evolved a lot over the years.
I started off giving a lot of evening talks to clubs and societies and writing articles for magazines and
newsletters (read my article every issue in East Lothian Life). I was involved in a lot of community projects,
and worked closely with farmers to create habitats for farmland birds. Recently I have been doing a lot of
work for the planning department.
My approach has always been to encourage people who are not natural conservationists to build nature
into the things that they do. This is not an easy task, and experience tells me that people can be really
interested in a project, but only for a few years. There is a constant need for me to adapt my work to suit
the opportunities that come along.
I am currently assessing the ecological quality of sites such as Traprain Law and Yellowcraig. This doesn’t
quite fit the model of helping ‘people who are not natural conservationists’ it will hopefully lead to new
habitat management to make the sites even better. Ideally this work can be expanded to non-Council sites
to encourage biodiversity improvements among those who are not natural conservationists.
No doubt in a few years time I will be doing something different again.
Brief career: I went to Stirling University after school, then to Bristol University, then Aberdeen
University. I’d have loved to be a lecturer but the call of nature was too strong.
I joined Aberdeen City Council as a part-time ecologist, and worked on planning issues, developing strategies
and local projects. I was also a volunteer Ranger at Bennachie Country Park and worked on a wee organic
small holding. I picked up various ecology contracts, particularly through my contacts at the university. I
helped a friend with plumbing contracts every now and then but I think that was more for his amusement.
East Lothian was my next and best move.

Favourite place in East Lothian: My favourite place very often can be the place I am visiting that day. I
have been up Byres Hill quite a bit recently, looking for geese with a telescope. It is a pleasure to spend a bit
of time absorbing the surrounding landscape, from the Forth Bridge to the Isle of May.
Best wildlife experience:
Back in the summer of 1990 I left a dreich Stirling car park at 5.00 am and 40 hours later was sitting on the
veranda of a crocodile farm looking over the Luangwa River at egrets and baboons, with carmine bee-eaters
flitting all around. I was part of an expedition to plot the course of the river and predict where erosion would
have the most intense impact. When you add in the incidental encounters with elephants, giraffes, leopards
etc. the whole trip was quite special.
Having said that, I don’t really have a favourite experience. I really enjoy every trip out to look for plants.
Although the species become familiar, the habitat, setting and experience changes all the time. It is great
going out with people who are less experienced because I get a chance to pass on information. It is also
great going out with people who are more experienced because I learn a lot. Plants are the best.
Favourite wildlife: All plants, in their natural
habitat.
Next holiday abroad?:I’ve always wanted
to go on a big cycling trip: 6 months round
Europe, that kind of thing.
Wildlife you'd most like to see: I don’t
know. I’d like to have more time to see it,
though, whatever it is.

A Waxwing Year
words and pictures by Abbie Marland
Once in a while, and not often enough for most
birders, East Lothian is granted the delight of a
Waxwing Year. And it looks like we’re enjoying one
right now! A few Waxwings started arriving in late
October, and just kept coming. At the peak during
November, up to 400 were up and down our coast,
feeding on rowan berries and flocking in Gullane and
Aberlady. Since the influx, groups are dispersing into
smaller numbers. They are currently being spotted
around gardens and woodlands, in sea buckthorn
and around areas like supermarkets or industrial
estates, where amenity planting yields berry crops.
Waxwings (Bombycilla garrulus) breed within the broad belt of northern forests, that extends
from Scandinavia, through Russia and across to the Pacific coast. A bumper year means lots of
beaks to feed, and if the local berry crop fails, flocks may move across the North Sea to our
shores to seek food. This season, easterly winds will have helped their arrival. After the “fall”,
the flocks will slowly shift south and west. They are regularly tracked both by sightings and
ringing.
These birds are beautiful, confiding in nature (not being used to humans in their normal forest
habitat) and a joy to watch. Their trilling calls and smart plumage attract much attention, and
are guaranteed to brighten up winter with vast numbers of photos posted on social media. Away
from the crowds, it is nice to just see them come from roost. At dawn, Waxwings
collect grit, drink from puddles and eat tree buds to help digest the new day's berry feast. Their
name derives from the bright red “sealing-wax” formation on adult wing feathers. In silhouette
and size they can seem Starling-like at a distance, but any doubt will soon vanish. Facing into the
wind, high up and sun shining through crest and wings - what a sight.

Mountain hares in the Lammermuirs
By Graham Pettigrew
The Mountain hare (Lepus timidus) is the only
indigenous hare in the British Isles. It has its
stronghold in the Central Highlands but animals
were transposed from there to sporting estates in
the 19th century and some of these dispersed
populations still exist.
The mountain hare survives on a frugal diet of
heather shoots and lives in the, often
inhospitable, environment of open moorland. A
major adaptation is the thick insulating white
pelage that it grows during the winter months to
replace the brown summer coat.

Meikle Says Law – Nov 2016
Our small group, drawn mainly from East
Lothian Conservation volunteers, have
regularly monitored Mountain Hares in the
Lammermuir hills for the past two years.
The record of sightings for this year during
dawn transect-walking on Meikle Says Law
and Lammer Law is shown here. There are
a number of factors that contribute to the
monthly variation but the main conclusion
is that the best time to monitor is early
Spring when the animals are still white and
when mating activity is at its peak. We will
obtain an annual record of hare numbers in
the years to come.

In the current public debate about hare culling, it is this basic information on hare numbers that is
notably absent. Yet it is essential if there is to be an informed debate rather than one based on
prejudice. We have a good working relationship with the Estates on which we survey and we have
agreement with them (a perhaps unique situation) that they will provide us with culling information to
feed into our survey data.
A new project for us is the radio-tagging of a small
number of Mountain hares to investigate their home
range in different seasons. This is in collaboration with
the Lothian and Borders Mammals Group who have
generously provided equipment and expertise. The
hypothesis is that Mountain hares may migrate over 3 km
from Meikle Says Law to farmlands to the north when
heather shoots are in short supply. If our study
demonstrated this, it would be in sharp contrast to the
much smaller published home range figures for Mountain
Hares in Aberdeenshire (max range – green square,
mean range – red square) (Hulbert et al. 1996).

So, where do butterflies go in the winter?
By Nick Morgan
Painted Ladies fly to Africa, but all other butterfly species remain here for the winter in one form
or another. Some survive as caterpillars, some as chrysalises, but four species hibernate here as
adult butterflies.
Two years ago I was asked to accompany the Forth Seabird Group on a trip to Inchkeith in
November to count seal pups. They told me that on previous trips they had found hibernating
butterflies in some of the old buildings. They asked me to go along to identify them, and I found
about 75 Small Tortoiseshells and 10 Peacocks in various buildings. I couldn’t imagine that
number of butterflies living on the island in the summer, so I guess they must have flown there
from East Lothian or Fife.
Since then, with the help of Abbie Marland, I have been searching for hibernating butterflies in
old and abandoned buildings and other gloomy places around East Lothian. We have discovered
Small Tortoiseshells and Peacocks in old military buildings, castles, doocots, tunnels and sheds.
They seem to have quite specific requirements. They are almost always in places that don’t
receive any direct light and where the temperature doesn’t fluctuate too much, so tend to be in
a room off a room, or tucked away around a corner.
This summer there have been worrying reports of a decline in the number of Small Tortoiseshells
and we also noticed that there were fewer Peacocks flying than usual. However, on checking the
buildings where we know these species hibernate we have been surprised to see almost normal
numbers of hibernating Small Tortoiseshells and Peacocks.
I would love to know how these, normally sun-loving, butterflies find these dark places to
hibernate.
We are still not entirely sure where Red Admirals and Commas spend the winter. Our best bet is
that they bury themselves deep in amongst the vegetation on ivy-clad walls. They often appear
on ivy flowers on sunny days in November. It used to be said that Red Admirals didn’t survive
the winter in Scotland, but having seen them here in early spring, we think that they have
survived the last few mild winters here.
As usual, I have more questions than answers, but I would be delighted to hear from anyone
who comes across any butterflies this winter wherever they may be. Please don’t disturb their
sleep, though!

Hibernating Peacock © Nick Morgan
Hibernating Small Tortoiseshell © Nick Morgan

Hibernating Peacock (flashing a warning)
next to a Herald moth © Abbie Marland

For wonderful butterfly pictures and adventures check out Nick’s blog:
http://nickmorgan-butterflypictures.blogspot.co.uk/

Hibernating Heralds
by Katty Baird
I found a Tissue in an East Lothian castle at the beginning of November. Which turned out to be
much more exciting than it sounds!
This was not a tissue for sniffing at, but a rather
beautiful moth rarely encountered in Scotland and
until now never recorded hibernating here. Like
butterflies (See Nick’s article) moths have various
strategies for surviving the winter and Tissues are
one of the few species that hibernate as adults.
After a flurry of excitement amongst those that
care about these things, the challenge became to
see if we could find more. So, along with the
county moth recorder Mark Cubitt, I have spent
much of November searching caves and mines of
the Lothians and Fife. We have now uncovered a
A Tissue hibernating in Scotland
further six Tissues suggesting that these moths are
© Mark Cubitt
more than just ‘occasional vagrants’ to Scotland as
previously thought.
The search continues, but needing an additional purpose to justify our underground adventures, we have
started to document the occurrence of a much more common moth, The Herald, that hibernates in
similar locations. Heralds have been recorded across Scotland, at light and sugar traps in summer and as
hibernating adults in winter, but are never abundant. It has been surprising therefore to record over 550
individuals at various locations across the Lothians after less than one month of looking. This exceeds by
some margin the numbers recorded in the same region in the last ten years! In some of the locations they
have been found in large numbers (89 being the highest number hibernating in one place: another
Scottish record) and often in habitats that are not likely to support the moths at other times of the year
(e.g. rocky coastlines). Therefore, and again as with Nick’s butterflies, the question is how do these moths
find their hibernation places and how far will they travel to get there? Difficult questions to answer and
maybe we will never truly know, but to find out more about their winter distributions and to get people
across Scotland looking, we have launched a mini winter moth project “Hibernating Heralds”. We want
you to look in sheds, cellars, outhouses… in fact any dark places you may know of. Shine a torch at the
ceilings and walls and see if you can find a Herald. Look out for hibernating butterflies too. Maybe you
will even get lucky and find a Tissue!

For more information visit:
http://eastscotland-butterflies.org.uk/mothsurveys.html
or our facebook page: www.facebook.com/hibernatingheralds/

Left: Herald
moths
hibernating
Right Mark
contemplates
sticking his head
in a drain to look
for moths © Katty
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Daddy Long-legs Spider
Delicate spider with very long legs. Inside
buildings often in a messy web.

Have you seen these spiders?

Zebra Spider
Black and white. On sunny walls and fences.
Moves with a jerky run.

Scottish Spider
Search

Four-spotted Orbweb Spider
Britain’s heaviest spider. Variable colour
but always with four white spots on body.

5mm

Nurseryweb Spider
A large spider that spins a distinctive silk
retreat in tall vegetation.

New public survey for Spiders just launched!

Spiders may be feared by some, but surely there’s no denying that they’re fascinating? As with many
of our smaller, less ‘glamourous’ wildlife groups, spiders are very much under-recorded in Scotland and
we have little idea of how widespread even common species are. This survey, a joint initiative with The
British Arachnological Society, TWIC, Buglife Scotland and Caledonian Conservation aims to collect data
on the distribution of four easily recognised species and will hopefully encourage people to start
looking at spiders, perhaps even leading them to wanting to learn more.
At this time of year the Daddy Long-legs Spider might be lurking in a dusty corner of your house or
garage. Why not take a look now, and send in your findings…

Full details can be found on TWIC’s website:
www.wildlifeinformation.co.uk/scottish_spider_search.php

Walkin’ East Lothian
Walkin’ East Lothian currently have 5 health walks;
Prestonpans, Aberlady, Dunbar, North Berwick and
Haddington. Health walks are volunteer lead, short,
local, free walks. They are aimed at helping inactive
people to gain confidence and walk to walk more for
short journeys.
We are always looking for people with local knowledge
and a love of the outdoors to become volunteers. We
are hosting a walk leader training course on 15th
December and another one later in the new year. If you
would like more information on volunteering as a walk
leader or the walk leader training course please get in
touch with me (details below photo).

Avril McKenzie – Ageing Well Coordinator,
amckenzie@eastlothian.gov.uk 01620 827240

The East Lothian Nature Study Group
By Maxine Pettigrew
The spring-board for the East Lothian Nature Study Group was the realisation that there
were many people in the East Lothian Conservation Volunteers as well as the Rangers who
would be enthusiastic about broadening their experience of the natural world. We contacted
a range of people with knowledge and expertise in different aspects of wildlife, and were
delighted at the positive response. Our group of about 40 members meets for monthly talks
in the Saltire Rooms, John Muir House, in Haddington. Occasionally these meetings are
followed up by an excursion later in the week.
Our first speaker, in October, was Professor Roger Leakey on “A Garden managed for
Wildlife” where we saw Roger’s background in indigenous tree management abroad being
expressed in his garden in East Lothian. As a group, we hope to visit the garden in the Spring.
In November, Professor Peter Maitland talked on “Freshwater Fish in East Lothian” in which
the ecology of fish in this area was memorably explained. December 8th is our first
members’ evening where six of our group have generously volunteered to give short
presentations. The topics are: Otters, Darwin’s finches in the Galapagos, Macrophotography
of very small insects, Puffins on the Forth, Bird-ringing, and the Wildlife of the Shiant Isles.
A programme has been planned until June next year and the initial talks in the New Year are
“Butterflies in East Lothian” (Nick Morgan), “British Landscapes through the eyes of a
Botanical Consultant (Ben Averis) and “The Global Nitrogen Cycle (Professor David Fowler).
If you are interested in joining, please contact me (maxinepettigrew@yahoo.co.uk)

‘Tame’ wildlife in East Lothian
A Robin’s First Christmas. Hatched in spring,
this smart little bird helped unpack numerous
moth traps during summer, and is now happy
to be on hand for winter. Literally.
(photo by Abbie)

A Lost Vole? This lovely Field Vole was
spotted (and photographed) in Duke Street,
Dunbar by Allan Romanis. These often tame
rodents are usually found in rough grassland
areas, not pavements!

Volunteers Make the World Go Round
By John Hunt
It is hard to imagine how Society could manage without the huge contribution made by volunteers.
People give of their time to help in every imaginable way across the public and private sector and
many organisations could not survive without this support. Measuring the economic value of all
this is difficult and depends on the assumptions made. Nevertheless various organisations have
produced estimates for the economic output from volunteering which come to over £50 billion pa
for the UK. If this is correct then voluntary activities comprise over 10% of the economy as
measured by Gross Domestic Product (GDP). This figure does not include the private and social
benefits of volunteering which could be worth as much again.
Bobby Kennedy said in 1968 that “GDP measures everything except that which is worthwhile” and
sadly that remains true nearly 50 years later. Voluntary work is not included in GDP statistics
because no monetary transaction takes place.
Politicians and the media agonise over
every tiny change in GDP despite this
being a very poor indication of progress
and well being.
Of course as volunteers we do what we
do because we enjoy it and think it
worthwhile. We probably do not wish to
monetise our efforts but sometimes this
is necessary to remind our decision
makers just how important voluntary
work is to Society. For too long the
millions of volunteers have been taken
for granted.

COUNT YOUR HOURS!
Dave O on why it is important for independent volunteers to record hours spent volunteering

Like a number of us who volunteer I thought that when I retired, doing what I enjoyed was all there
was to it. So I enjoy being outdoors surveying and improving paths, poring over quadrats, or
bashing sea buckthorn. Reporting what I have done takes more of an effort.
The groups that are working with a Ranger are North Berwick Volunteers, Dunbar Volunteers,
Levenhall, Yellowcraig and Aberlady LNR have their hours and work recorded for them. But for
those volunteers who organise their own volunteering they need to record their time and work. This
more independent group includes Path Wardens, Pony Managers at Traprain and Berwick Laws,
Sheep Counters and finally the Plant, Wildlife, Butterfly and Bee survey groups.
When we are seeking to raise funding for our efforts or raising awareness in what we do to
encourage more volunteers to come forward, it is powerful to be able to indicate how many hours
are given and what is being achieved. Providing monthly reports is a chore but it is important.
If the Path Wardens charity, ELPW, is going to be transformed to the East Lothian Conservation
Volunteers (ELCV) then it will need accurate figures on what is being done in order to secure
funding and resources to achieve even more. So the rallying call to these independent volunteers is
keep us in the loop and show off as what you are doing.

BEST BOOT CHRISTMAS QUIZ TIME
Name the owner of these boots / feet (All ELC countryside staff)

How many sheep in this picture:
a) About 20
b) About 30
c) About 40
d) No idea

Berry Spectacular – which tree/bush are these berries from?

Boot answers, clockwise from top left: Jen, Stuart, Duncan, Dave, John, Nick M, Tara, Sam
Sheep answers: c, or d will do
Berry answers, from L to R: Wild/Dog Rose, Ivy, Rowan/Mountain Ash, Hawthorn, Holly

